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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is the ultimate fun-packed sticker book for
children who love birds, with over 100 amazing colour stickers. Simple child-friendly captions on
interactive pages present informative facts about a wide variety of birds. With fun themes to
explore, children will enjoy spotting the differences and similarities between the species of birds, as
they decide which sticker belongs where. Includes facts which will fascinate children as they learn
which birds can't fly, which are the best scavengers, which has the loudest call, which can speak,
and which flies halfway across the world every year. There are thousands of different birds all over
the world. From the familiar pigeon, barn owl and robin to the more exotic red bird of paradise,
fiery-throated fruiteater and black-chested snake eagle, children will jump at the chance to discover
more about our feathered friends. The 100 stickers are reusable so that children can repeat the
process time and again, and use them to make their own sticker books and games. book.
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A high quality pdf and also the typeface used was exciting to see. it absolutely was writtern really properly and useful. I am quickly could get a delight of
looking at a composed pdf.
-- Justina  K unz e-- Justina  K unz e

A very amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and useful. Its been written in an exceedingly basic way and it
is simply right after i finished reading this publication in which basically changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Ga r ett Sta nton-- Ga r ett Sta nton
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